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 At a global level, the downward trend in business insolvencies 
paused in 2017 (+1%). This was due to a rebound in Asia and on-
going difficulties in emerging markets (Russia, Brazil). 

 In 2018, the improved momentum should benefit companies (-1%). 
Thus, insolvencies are set to decrease -or stabilize- in a majority of 
countries. North America and other advanced economies will be key 
examples of this trend. 

 Yet insolvencies will remain above their 2007 level in nearly 1 out of 
2 countries, particularly in  Europe., 

 While the frequency of insolvencies is set to diminish in 2018, this  will 
not benefit companies equally. Figures on major insolvencies- of  
companies with a turnover above EUR 50 million - proves that major 
failures increased every quarter in 2017.  

 The total number for the year was up by a staggering 57 cases to 
321 companies representing a cumulative turnover of EUR104bn. 
This is a sharp rise to the tune of +EUR10bn compared to 2016. 
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Chart 1 Euler Hermes Global Insolvency Index and regional indices (yearly change in %) 

Sources: National Statistics, Euler Hermes 
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 GLOBAL FORECAST     
 LESS CASES, REGIONAL         
 DISPARITIES 

Insolvencies by Euler Hermes Economic Research 

Global decline in insolvencies amid 
regional divergence  

After seven consecutive years of sub-
stantial declines in worldwide insol-
vencies the improvement halted in 
2017 (+1%).  

This key forecast is based on the 
latest estimates of the Euler Hermes 
Global Insolvency Index. The index 
covers 43 countries totaling 83% of 
global GDP.  

In 2018, failures should post a mod-
erate decrease (-1%). This would be 
supported by the economic momen-
tum but limited by the return of cost 
pressures and monetary tightening. 
Insolvencies will thus remain -4.5% 
below pre-crisis level (2003-2007 
average).  

Yet, this overall picture is driven by 
four disparate regional trends, in 
themselves driven by the largest 
countries. 

 

Western Europe: The British excep-
tion 

In Western Europe, the economic 
recovery and the supportive mone-
tary conditions will continue to drive 
down the number of insolvencies (-
3% after -6% in 2017), for the 5th 
consecutive year.  

Yet they will remain above pre-crisis 
levels in 1 out of 2 countries.  The 
sharpest declines should occur in 
countries that were still registering a 
high level of insolvencies in 2017 
(compare to pre-crisis level), such as 
Italy (-10% in 2018), France (-7%), 
Portugal (-7%), Ireland (-4%) and 
Norway (-3%).  

Countries with an already low vol-
ume of insolvencies at the end of 
2017 should register a slower de-
cline in 2018.  This is the case for the 
Netherlands (-5%), Germany (-4%), 
Austria (-2%) and Finland (-2%).  In 
Belgium (-5%), the rebound seen in 
2017 was a one-off. It was driven to 

a large extent by insolvencies in 
Brussels, notably in the Hospitality 
and Restaurants industry, following 
the terror attacks.  

The UK will be the main exception 
with a sizable increase (+8%) due to 
Brexit uncertainties.  

US: Back to pre-crisis levels 

After eight years of a steady fall, we 
anticipate a slower decrease in in-
solvencies in North America in 2018 
(-2%). Insolvencies should plateau in 
Canada after reaching a record low 
in 2017. The US has a robust eco-
nomic outlook for 2018, bolstered by 
the expected fiscal easing. This 
should support another decrease in 
insolvencies (-2%) to the lowest since 
2006. Yet the improvement will be 
tempered by the gradual tightening 
of interest rates, input and labor cost 
pressures, business demography 
dynamics - and lagging effects of 
the natural disasters that hit the 
country in late 2017.  

 Globally, a +1% rise in 2017, mainly due to a rebound in Asia 
and ongoing difficulties in Russia and Brazil 

 In 2018, the improved economic momentum should benefit 
companies. Failures are set to decline -1% globally. Notable 
improvements in North America and advanced economies 

 The UK with a +8% hike forecast for 2018 is a negative excep-
tion in Western Europe 
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Sources: National Statistics, Euler Hermes 

Chart 2 Insolvencies in 2018 (yearly change in %) 
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Chart 3 Euler Hermes Global Insolvency Heat Map 2018 

A persistent rise in Asia, notably 
China, and Africa  
In Asia, economic growth is to re-
main firm, supported by improved 
prospects for trade and investment. 
Yet the region suffers from the side 
effects of the growth ‘normalization’ 
in China. Economic and monetary 
measures enacted to reduce finan-
cial risk, overcapacities and capital 
flows and to support the rebalanc-
ing and upgrading of the economy 
create turbulences for specific sec-
tors and companies.  

In 2018, insolvencies will continue to 
rise in China (+10%) - after a signifi-
cant pick-up in 2017 (+35%) - and in 
Taiwan (+5% after +17%). Failure 
levels are estimated to remain al-
most unchanged in Japan and 
Hong-Kong (+1% after +0% for both 
countries).  

The declining trend is set to be over 
in Singapore (+0%) Australia (+0%), 
South Korea (+0%) and New Zea-
land (+2%) where they reached low 

levels in 2017. Thus the regional in-
solvency index will increase further 
in 2018 (+6%), albeit at a slower 
pace (+14% in 2017). Still, it will re-
main below its 2008 peak.  

In Africa, the regional rise in insol-
vencies (+6%) emanates from  two 
major economies. Morocco with +8% 
after +12% in 2017; and the soften-
ing improvement in South Africa -3% 
in 2018  after -10% in the previous 
year. 

A trend reversal in Brazil, but not for 
Latin America as a whole 

We expect insolvencies in Latin 
America to stabilize in 2018 (+0%). 
This should take place after six con-
secutive years of rise and a sharp 
rise in 2017 (+17%) which led to a 
record high. In Brazil, the number of 
insolvencies should start to decline 
in 2018 (-7% after +5% in 2017), 
thanks to the easing of financial 
conditions and the acceleration of 
the economic recovery.   

For the same reasons, the trend re-
versal initiated in Colombia in 2017 
(-6%) remains on track for 2018 (-
3%). But in Chile bankruptcies will 
stay on the upside (+5%), still boost-
ed by the new procedures in place 
since 2014 with the new Insolvency 
Law.    

Central and Eastern Europe im-
proves again, after a tough 2017  

The bounce-back seen in 2017 (+4%) 
was driven by two factors. First, the 
difficulties that companies faced in 
major countries such as Russia, Tur-
key and Poland as well as in Roma-
nia, due to VAT issues; 

Second, the change in the Insolven-
cy Law in Slovakia where failures 
skyrocketed by +78% (including sole 
proprietorship). In 2018, the region 
should return to the positive trend of 
a decline in insolvencies as seen in 
the 2014-16 period with a –4% de-
cline.  

Maxime Lemerle 
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Major Failures  
Broad-based Surge 
While the total number of insolvencies is set to decline in 2018, the improvement will not be spread evenly. 2017 
figures on major insolvencies – namely for companies with more than EUR 50 million in turnover – show the extent 
of the gap. Major failures increased every quarter last year. The number for the full year - 57 additional cases – 
meant that 321 companies went bust in 2017. Their cumulative turnover stood at EUR104bn. This is a EUR10bn 
hike compare to 2016.  

Western Europe (up 42 cases to 138) and Asia (+17 to 63) are leading the climb. In terms of sectors, Services in 
Central and Eastern Europe, Retail in North America, Construction and Agrifood in Western Europe all sustained 
more than 20 major failures.  

Global growth is in sync but risks abound: competition affects Services, digital disruption shakes Retail, commodity 
prices disturbs Agrifood, indebtedness weighs on Construction and overcapacity constrains Metals. Energy was 
the main sector that saw a decline in major failures, despite some big-ticket cases in North America and Europe. 

Chart 4 Major insolvencies (*) by sector (in number)  
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CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS  

The statements contained herein may include prospects, statements of future expectations and other forward -looking state-

ments that are based on management's current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncer-

tainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such forward -looking 

statements.  

Such deviations may arise due to, without limitation, (i) changes of the general economic conditions and competitive situa-

tion, particularly in the Allianz Group's core business and core markets, (ii) performance of financial markets (particularly  

market volatility, liquidity and credit events), (iii) frequency and severity of insured loss events, including from natural catas-

trophes, and the development of loss expenses, (iv) mortality and morbidity levels and trends, (v) persistency levels, (vi) p ar-

ticularly in the banking business, the extent of credit defaults, (vii) interest rate levels, (viii) currency exchange rates includ-

ing the euro/US-dollar exchange rate, (ix) changes in laws and regulations, including tax regulations, (x) the impact of ac-

quisitions, including related integration issues, and reorganization measures, and (xi) general competitive factors, in each 

case on a local, regional, national and/or global basis. Many of these factors may be more likely to occur, or more pro-

nounced, as a result of terrorist activities and their consequences.  

NO DUTY TO UPDATE  

The company assumes no obligation to update any information or forward -looking statement contained herein, save for any 

information required to be disclosed by law.  

Director of Publications: Ludovic Subran, Chief Economist 
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